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of the culvert and the trapping box. The lower end of the metal pipe
This
would be fitted with a sleeve preferably of transparent plastic.
The most obvious argument is to give
is necessary for several reasons.
the pipe on its lower end a certain amount of mobility in filling
the
catching bags, Another more important reason is to observe the birds 80
that none will suffocate or become crushed as would happen in a sleeve
that t~as not transparent,
for example of cloth.
The reason for the slee'l/e
should be obvious in that there would be no way to close off the opening
to keep the birds from escaping from the sheet metal pipe.
Predation at the site takes several forms. J)lring the sununer of
1962, BB pellets and containers were found on the ground around the culvel't
entrance.
The damage to the nests and birds is hard to ascertain.
By
making a special effort to educate the youngsters as to the value of the
swallows, it appears that in 1963 there has been no destruction by hullla~a.
Reptiles accounted for the damage during 196J. On three visits to scout
the area this year, there have been two four foot plus, unidentified
snakes feasting on the young birds.
Evidently both snakes, using over.
hanging vines, had managed to climb over sheer vertical walls which would
appear to be impossible barriers.
Both were shot (see Photos on page 200)
and one was recovered and dissected.
The thought of the number of birds
that the snake had eaten down hearted those watching the dissection.
As
the snake was opened, five swallows were found inside it.
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y0 ung swallows were not the only ones to suffer from the snake attacks.
the five birds removed from the snake , one was an adult a s evidenced by
O!
1ete os sification
of the skull . A random search ·in the first twenty
60111
of nests along the wall where the snake was found , revealed three
r_e~t swallows dead and desiccated.
It can only be assumed that these
adl,\lt birds, in trying to protect their nestlings,
succumbed to the
:~!Ike peril •

t

The culvert entrance was cleared of overhanging branches and vines
minimize the future chances of snakes crawling onto the nests.
Short
tofe
appears
to
be
the
probable
fate
of
this
culvert.
The
Tennessee
Valley
11
thorl ty has eventual plans to build another dam below this area and
A\od the valley to a depth of 20 feet above the culvert.
However, the
tlliff swallow appears to be one bird that favors the coming of man and
\, works, as is evidenced by the numerous structures both in the East
b d west that accomodate swallow nests.
Maybe this group will move to
new dam and set up housekeeping there7 The future remains to be seen
011the actions that these Cliff Swallows will take.
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)302 Navajo Drive, Chattanooga 11, Tennessee.

PEOPLETO PEOPLE
Would you like to correspond with a Zanzabarian interested in zebras
oran Ethi>p1.aninterested
in eels ••••
or perhaps a man from Tierra del
Fuegointerested
in p,~guins7
One way to do it is through the Peopleto-People nature committee. George Miller, chairman of the nature committee, writes your Editor:
''We have people write in from countries all over the world who are
i!)terested in nature study and they want to write to people in the U.S.A.
whoare interested
in nature • •• • People who want nature contacts in
other countries should write to me and give their name and address, whether
Uri'ied or not. and what branch or branches of nature they are interested
in. Also if they would care to volunteer to be the head of a People-toPeoplenature committee, they can write to me."
The basic purpose of People-to-People

One of the flying immature Cliff Swallows
Note the white on forehead, chin and behind ear

i s to permit individual s persunderstanding among
People of all nations . EBBAmembers interested
should write (it cost s
notoing) to George F . Miller . P ,0 ,Box 916, Upper Montclair , New Jersey .

onauyto do something important about increasing

